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STUDENT LIFE | Summer plans
Is a summer semester or a summer in
the sun on your agenda?

NEWS | Church and State

SPORTS | Goodbye, Lewis

Fear of deportation wages “a psychological
war” on Latino worshippers.

COLUMN: Aggie football’s star freshman to
transfer, and he may have a point.

see PAGE 3
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USU AND THE CIA
A look inside the life of Dr. Jeannie Johnson

By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Jeannie Johnson lives a life guided by her

passion of political science, an addiction to Dr.
Pepper and a great love for our nation.

Johnson grew up in Ogden, Utah where her

parents helped her develop her love for
political science and the United States.

“My dad is a colonel in the military so that

was always in our background. My mom is a

really smart German. Both of my parents were
educators and were very dedicated to education. So we focused a lot on education,

adventure and national security,” Johnson
said.

Johnson is a Utah State University graduate.

After getting her undergraduate and graduate
degrees, she stayed at USU for two years to
teach before going to work for the Central
Intelligence Agency.

Johnson was placed in multiple assignments

throughout the world throughout her time at

the CIA. Johnson had the chance to work as a
part of the Balkan Task Force, live in Croatia

with her husband and work in Washington DC
on a variety of different projects.

Johnson has been able to work with many

great mentors in developing strategic culture

and the culture topography framework. Doing
so has given her many great opportunities to

work with some of the greatest experts in the
field, one of which was Colin Gray.

“The cultural topography framework is a way

for analysts to walk through and extract out

part of a population’s culture that will impact

PHOTO COURTESY OF Dr. Jeannie Johnson
Dr. Jeannie Johnson (far right) pictured with (from left to right) Tony Peacock, marine Jake Falcon and General James Mattis during a visit by the General in April of 2014.

their decisions we may be worried about. It

loved all of those experiences but my internal

topography framework.

classes and admires her greatly.

exactly what we hoped to do,” she said.

that is where my contribution was going to be

throughout her career, Johnson has one thing

knows how to command attention. She is an

emphasize creating that culture of talking

be her,” she said. “Jeannie is an incredible

has been really compelling and has delivered
While working for the CIA, Johnson had a

realization that she needed to come back to

compass told me to come back to USU because
made.”

After returning to USU, Johnson proved her

USU to help others realize and fulfill their

internal compass right by teaching students

“The truth is, I am not cut out to live in a

the CIA through her research. Johnson still

dreams.

and continuing to make great contributions to

cubicle and do quiet research. I actually fell

flies to DC about once a month to help educate

asleep in my cubicle one day,” she said. “I

others on strategic culture and the culture

As a result of her experiences growing up and

she hopes to impress on her students. “I

about what is going on in the world with your
friends and your families. People shy away
from serious conversation which blows my
mind,” she said.

“She is a strong intelligent woman who

influential leader in education, and I aspire to
professor because she genuinely cares about
her students and their ability perform. She
takes the time to teach and mentor. She is

USU student Emily Orr has taken Johnson’s

see “Dr. Johnson” PAGE 4

Cache Valley residents march in support of science
By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, an estimated 500 people

marched from Utah State University and The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Lo-

gan Tabernacle to the Historic Cache County
Courthouse chanting phrases and holding signs
encouraging beliefs in and support of science.

Several members of the USU Student Organi-

zation for Society and Natural Resources (SOSNR) attended the march to voice their support.

Logan Christian, the president of SOSNR, said

he thinks it’s important for students to make
their voices heard in support of the environment, but to do so in a peaceful manner.

“Our representatives in this state do not re-

spond well to protests,” he said. “Fortunately, in
this country, everyone has the right to lobby.”

Christian encouraged all attendees to fre-

quently contact elected representatives and

voice their concerns, while also making environmental issues a regular part of conversation.

see “Science” PAGE 7

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Students, Faculty, and Locals march downtown Logan for Science on April 22.
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USU POLICE BLOTTER

Contact USU Police at

435-797-1939

for non-emergencies.

Contact USU Police at

SATURDAY, APRIL 15

• USU Police responded to the
Oakridge apartments to assist Logan
PD on a report of a dispute between a
male and female. Officers located the
dispute from the yelling coming from
inside one of the apartments. The
Logan officer arrested one individual
for underage drinking.
• Staff reported that there was a
squirrel loose in the Alumni House.
Officers were unable to locate the
squirrel.

SUNDAY, APRIL 16

435-797-1939 EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911
for non-emergencies.
• USU Police received a suspicious
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19

MONDAY, APRIL 17

TUESDAY, APRIL 18

• USU Police responded to a fire alarm
at Jones Hall. It was determined that
the alarm was activated by an
individual over-cooking some food.

• USU Police received a report of a
motorcycle parked under the awning
of Merrill Hall. The motorcycle was
identified and the owner’s name
was given to the complainant. The
complainant was advised to contact
the owner to have the motorcycle
removed.

person call from the Aggie Recreation
Center staff. It was unclear why the
individual was suspicious to the staff
at the time. Police are investigating.

• A student reported that he had
observed someone he knew slash
a tire on his vehicle while it was
parked on campus. The suspects were
contacted and admitted to the crime.
Police investigated and took the
action requested by the victim.

• USU Police assisted students at
the Living Learning Community in
resolving a roommate dispute.
• USU Police were contacted by an
individual who was concerned for the
personal safety of a friend. Officers
located the friend and found they
were OK and wanted some alone time.

Deportation fears prevent some Latinos from going to church
By Zachary Aedo
UTAH STATE NEWS SERVICE

When Francisco Javier Lagunas steps out of

his home to attend church, he understands the
risks he takes.

The devout Catholic from Cache Valley knows

the United States government is increasing its
efforts to find and deport undocumented

immigrants. But Lagunas believes his faith will
protect him.

“I believe in God,” he said. “My faith in God

is enough for me to know that nothing will

arrest of undocumented immigrants inside or

brings peace.”

courthouses and schools, arrests in these

happen. Coming to church is all to me. It

As undocumented immigrants in Northern

near “sensitive locations” such as churches,

Morales said. “They’re scared of renewing their
covenants.”

Morales understands their fear. He immigrat-

locations have been reported before.

ed to the United States from Guatemala 24

administration’s focus on illegal immigration

over a Spanish-speaking ward of The Church of

his visa — putting himself at risk of deporta-

Cache Valley are turning to their churches for

his church’s undocumented members have

Utah anxiously wait to see what the new

will mean for their lives, many Latinos in

comfort. Others, though, are too afraid to even
attend.

Although U.S. Immigration and Customs

Enforcement has policies discouraging the

And so Bishop Marvin Morales, who presides

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, said some of
been afraid to participate in services.

“The hardest part of my calling has been to

see the brethren desperate because they’re

unsure of what awaits them the following day,”

years ago under a work permit. He overstayed
tion — but ultimately was able to become a

lawful permanent resident of the United States

and is working toward becoming a U.S. citizen.
“When I was undocumented I was just as

afraid as they are,” said Morales, who was

see “Deportation” PAGE 7

USU administration aims to quanitify sexual assault attitudes
By Alison Berg
NEWS STAFF WRITER

and accreditation at USU.

and a member of the sexual assault task force,

are more likely to be victims of sexual assault.

ty Student Association executive vice president

whether or not certain age groups or genders

that we know it’s a problem, but we don’t

Ryan Bentall, the former Utah State Universi-

said the survey will also be used to measure

All Utah State University students should

“We say that we know all of these things and

know to what degree,” Bentall said. “Our main
purpose was to try and see what’s actually

have received a survey via email asking them

happening on our campus.”

several questions about their attitudes toward

The survey, which will be open for students

and experiences with sexual violence.

to take until April 30, has seen a 29 percent

Amanda DeRito, USU’s social media and

respondence rate from students as of 4:15 p.m.

marketing coordinator, said the results from

on Friday.

the survey will “serve as a benchmark” to

Torrens said he hopes to see a 30 percent

measure how attitudes have changed over

response rate from students.

time.

In addition to the survey, USU has launched

The creators of the survey, who are part of

campus-wide sexual assault education and

USU President Noelle Cockett’s sexual assault

prevention efforts, such as social media

task force, will continue to measure students’

campaigns, bystander intervention trainings

attitudes and experiences toward sexual

and posters reminding people what qualifies as

violence. However, they will not know what

consent for sexual activity.

those measures are until after the results are
collected.

— alisonberg28@gmail.com

“I think this is something that we’re going to

@alison__berg

need to continue to work on,” said Michael

Torrens, the director of analysis assessment

GRAPHIC BY Savannah Braegger

USU anthropology team returns favors to Peru after flooding
“We often take away more than we give,”

By Zachary Aedo
UTAH STATE NEWS SERVICE

Anthropology students and faculty at Utah

State University are raising money for a

village in Peru, where El Nino has caused
heavy flooding in regions of the northern
coast.

But the group doesn’t see it as fundraising so

much as returning favors.

said Bonnie Glass-Coffin, the anthropology

professor at USU who kickstarted the online
fundraiser “Get WASH to Peru: A Water,
Sanitation, & Hygiene Campaign.”

Since late January, the northern coast of

west coast of North and South America. The
floods have left more than 100,000 people

homeless and in need of aid — including a

small fishing village Utah State anthropology

students visit every year to conduct research.
With the help of her students, Glass-Coffin

Peru has been hit with torrential rain, flooding

has raised more than $3,500 for the village of

comes as a result of El Nino, a climatic

Peru. She said her goal is to reach $10,000 by

roads and entire villages. The downpour

phenomenon that occurs when the waters of
the Pacific warm up and accumulate off the

Huanchaco, located in the region of Trujillo,
the end of April.

The donations are sent to an anthropologist

EDINBURGH & HIGHLANDER

in Peru who buys food and potable water for
people in the village.

“We come back and write papers. We publish

and we get jobs,” Glass-Coffin said. “But what
are the people that we’re working with really
getting out of it? This a great opportunity to

really say thank you in a big way to the people
who have been our partners, and who are in a

situation where they’re struggling because of a
natural disaster.”

EDINBURGH

Best of the Best
• Single Student Apartments

• Living Room

• Private Bedroom and Bathroom

• No Parking Hassles

• Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each Bedroom

• Air Conditioning

• Fully Furnished

• Wireless Internet

• Laundry in each Apartment
• Modern Kitchen Facilities

• TV, DVD

710 North 700 East
HIGHLANDER

• Cable TV

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DENNIS
(435) 770-2326

Accepting Applications for Next School Year and Summer

720 North 700 East

see “Anthropology” PAGE 7
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GRAPHIC BY Emmalee Olsen

SUMMER SCHOOL?
By Alina Shaw
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

At USU, spring semester officially ends May

5th, giving summer session students only three

days of break before classes start back up again
on May 8th.

The decision to take summer classes or not is

as individual as the students who make that
choice.

For Emily Avila, a senior majoring in Biochem-

istry, summer study has never been a part of
her graduation plan.

“I need to work during the summer. Summer-

time is my only source of real income for the
year, “ Avila said.

Michael Bishop, a Masters student studying

statistics has not enrolled in summer classes.
“I would have considered it during my

undergrad,” Bishop says. “But they don’t offer
the upper level classes that I need.”

Avila says that even though some of her

classes have been offered during summer

semester, she prefers to get all of her classes
done consecutively.

Jerron Purser, a senior asian studies major,

says that while he can see how summer classes

lighten “the overall course load”, he likes to use
summer to take a break from school, working

two jobs to earn enough money for the school
year.

However, because of how his credits line up,

after next spring semester Purser will have only
one more class to take in order to graduate.

“I don’t want to take another semester just for

one class.” Purser says. He decided to enroll in
one summer class in order to graduate earlier.
Grant Montoya, a junior studying Global

Communication, enrolled in summer classes for
a similar reason.

“I want to graduate sooner,” Montoya says. By

taking nine credits between spring and fall

semesters, Montoya will be able to cut almost

an entire semester out of his graduation plan.

“The way things are lining up, I will have one

extra class fall 2018, but I still think it will be a
jump start that will help me out,” said Mon-

toya.

Sarah Burton, an Elementary Education major

says she has taken summer classes to keep

herself from forgetting material in between
semesters.

“I had a teacher that was really good in math,

so I wanted to continue before I declined and
forgot everything. I wanted to keep the

material fresh in my memory,” Burton said.
Unfortunately, Burton felt as though her

summer professor was not as experienced as
her other math teachers.

“She just didn’t quite know what she was

doing, so luckily I figured it out for myself and
got a tutor. I think she was a little bit newer in
the teaching situation so it was a little hard
because her teaching was just not there for

When deciding whether or not to take summer

classes, Page says, “Make sure you take classes
that you aren’t just going to be wasting your
time in. Don’t take classes just because they
sound fun. Make sure they count for something.”

Burton advises,“Schedule your classes in a

While it is true that balancing work, school

and fun can be difficult, some students feel as

though they have been able to get the most out

of their summer vacation while still taking USU
classes.

“Taking summer classes didn’t “detract” from

my normal summer activities,” Burton said. “I
have stayed in Logan over the summer not

taking classes and it was basically the same

that so you can go do something.”

— alina.haws@aggiemail.usu.edu
@AlinaShaw5

Getting engaged this
summer?
Yes!

Another difficulty that can arise when taking

as much or have a relaxed schedule.”

have a summer, schedule your classes around

had mine early in the morning and I got done

summer classes is the “time and money spent”,
with work and classes I won’t be able to travel

by ten. Just keep in mind that if you want to

way that you can have a summer vacation. I

me.”

Montoya says. “I will be working full time, so

by ten. Usually most students are not out of bed

Step One:

Visit
seneedham.com to
search for your
perfect ring!
Learn about benefits
such as no interest
financing, life-time
warranty, wedding
discounts, etc.

I hope she says
yes! / I hope he
asks!
Step One:

Not yet
Step One:

Meet an attractive
person to start the dating
process.

Place this ad in a
stratigic place so he/she
will get the hint ;)

Step two:

Visit
nothingtodoinlogan.com
to find date ideas.

Share your hopes and
dreams for your future.
Beome a True Aggie if
your not already.

thing.”

USU summer classes are available on campus

and online, which facilitates flexibility in a
summer schedule.

“I thought it was great as far as timing goes.”

says Cameron Page, a junior studying human

biology. “It was also online so it was even more

convenient for me to work around my schedule
during the summer.”

USU also offers two seven week sessions and

one 14 week session during the summer. “I

liked the summer because it was a different

pace, and you can get it done quickly instead of
waiting a whole semester. What usually takes
14 weeks, I got done in 7.” says Burton.

Step two:

Final step: Come to

Step three:

By the end of summer
you’ll have met that
special someone!
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“Dr. Johnson” FROM PAGE 1
clearly passionate about her job and doesn’t
treat it like a burden.”

Orr appreciates the effort that Johnson puts

in both inside and outside of the classroom to
stay informed about the issues in today’s
world.

“I enjoy how in-depth Jeannie’s classes are.

She is absolutely brilliant and stays up to date

have high hopes of getting into. Not only did I
and the other students matter enough to visit

with General Mattis, but we had a spot on the
global scale. That students from little USU
could hold their own,” Penner said.

Professor Colin Flint, an International Studies

professor, enjoys getting to interact with

Johnson and see how she impacts her students.

“She is a wonderful colleague who is

with current news. By doing so, she creates a

thoughtful about the future of the political

engaging,” Orr said.

studies major,” he said. “She is always willing

dynamic class environment that is incredibly
Orr believes that USU students should

definitely take a class from Johnson if the

opportunity arises because of the relationships

science department and the international

to go the extra step to do what is best for the
program and the students.”

Flint said Johnson cares deeply about her

Johnson builds with her students.

students and their successes both in and out of

truly learn and take the things we have

them in a way that helps prepare them for

“It is not about the grades, she wants us to

learned and make the world a better place,”

she said. “Every class is a treat. Truly. She is an
expert in her field and that amount of knowledge she has is incredible.”

Hannah Penner is another USU student who

echoes Orr’s sentiments about Johnson and
her classes.

“Jeannie is an amazing example to me of a

very successful woman who loves what she

does and still holds true to her values,” Penner

the classroom. Johnson is able to challenge
their futures.

“She displays tough love knowing that grade

inflation is their worst enemy and that

creating tough assignments and grading them

fairly and with rigor is the only way to prepare
students for the professional world,” he said.

In Johnson enjoys spending her rare free time
vacationing and hiking with her husband,
Steve, and their three children.

Johnson loves USU for all that it has to offer.

said. “She helps give me confidence in my own

She enjoys working with her colleagues and

me and for so many other students at USU.”

Although Johnson is fond of the history of the

aspirations. She’s been an awesome mentor for
Penner appreciates the stimulating classes

that Johnson teaches.

“She has a way of challenging your mindsets

getting to enjoy her office in Old Main.

school and the beauty, her favorite part of USU
is the students.

“Any time I bring a guest here, they are

in the most enjoyable way and I always left

blown away by our students. Our students step

knowledge. It was strenuous work but so

sionals in the field,” Johnson said. “They come

class feeling edified and hungry for more
much fun at the same time,” she said.

After completing her Ph.D. dissertation, John-

son had the opportunity to go to a conference
in England where she had the chance to meet

up to the plate. They act like absolute profeswell informed, ready to ask interesting and

challenging questions which is why I can get
high ranking people to come to USU.”

Johnson thinks that students often underesti-

General James Mattis, now the U.S. Secretary

mate the first rate education they are receiving

As a result of spending time with Mattis as

work their hardest, so that when opportunities

of Defense.

this conference, Johnson was able to build a
good relationship with him and got him to

come to USU to speak to the students in 2014.

Before the election this past fall, Johnson had

Mattis speak to her students via Skype one
day. Penner was one of the students in this

class and said having that opportunity was
incredible and she is extremely grateful to
Johnson for making it happen.

“It was incredible to speak with General

Mattis with his caliber and experience and see
someone who has experienced what we all

MONDAY, APRIL 24, 2017

at USU. She believes that students should

come along, they will be prepared for what is
in store.

“You come here, you work hard and get a

great education. This can be your circle,” she

said. “You have no idea what adventures are in
store for you. You don’t know who you are

supposed to meet or what you are going to do
to contribute. But those may be fairly extraordinary.”

— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11

PHOTOS COURTESY OF Dr. Jeannie Johnson
(From Top to Bottom) Dr. Johnson with her mentor Colin Gray and his wife Valerie, Dr. Johnson with her family in Arches National Park, Dr. Johnson and family have breakfast with General Mattis during his visit in 2014, The Johnson family of a vacation in Costa Rica.
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MOUNTAIN WEST CHAMPS
USU Men’s Tennis locks up regular season title for second straight year

By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

For the second consecutive year, the Utah

State men’s tennis team can call themselves
the best in the Mountain West. Courtesy of a

4-1 victory at Boise State on Saturday, the
Aggies successfully defended their MW regular season title.

“Winning the regular-season title is a huge

accomplishment for these guys, and they de-

serve all the credit,” said USU head coach
James Wilson.

USU began the match with a strong show-

ing in doubles play, with the tandem of se-

nior Kai Wehnelt and sophomore Samuel

Serrano securing the point along with senior
Jack Swindells and sophomore Jonas Maier.
In singles play, the end result was scarcely in
doubt. Wehnelt made quick work in a
straight sets victory over Kyle Butters, winning 6-1, 6-2. Freshman Sergiu Bucur fol-

lowed shortly after, remaining unbeaten in
MW play by defeating Greg Wischer 6-1,

6-4. After dropping one point to Boise State
after Serrano fell to Jack Heslin 6-4, 6-2, junior Jaime Barajas closed it out. The reigning MW Player of the Year defeated Brian

Tran 6-3, 6-2 to close out the match for the
Aggies.

“Today, we came out and played very hard

from the start,” Wilson said. “I was very

pleased with how our team kept their composure and closed it out.”

The Aggies will enter the Mountain West

tournament as the top seed. This will be

USU’s second straight season as the oneseed in the conference tournament after en-

tering as the second seed the year prior. The

PHOTO PROVIDED BY Utah State Athletics
Aggies Men’s Tennis team celebrates back-to-back regular season titles after a 4-1 win in Boise on Saturday. The team finished the season ranked nationally at No. 43.

Aggies have failed to advance past the first
round of the tournament in each of the last
two seasons, however.

“I’m grateful to have led them this far, and

I really want to keep this season going,” Wil-

son said. “I know our team is very happy, but

they realize we have some unfinished busi-

bracket will be released early next week.

ment next week.”

face off against either Boise State or Air

ness and want to win the conference tournaThe official Mountain West tournament

The Aggies will claim the one seed and will

Force in the first round of the tournament.

Tournament play will begin Friday the 28th
and continue through Sunday the 30th.
@TheGrandDanny

COLUMN: Lewis transfer stings, but no need for an apology
By Logan Jones
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

In case you haven’t heard, Utah State’s

uber-talented

freshman

wideout

Rayshad

Lewis has opted to transfer schools. Though
his destination has not yet been determined,
the 5-foot-10-inch receiver with an NFL pedi-

gree has decided his talents exceed what the

Aggie football program has to offer — and
whether he’s right or not is actually none of
your business.

Let’s get the pandering out of the way first so

we can jump to the dose of reality USU’s fanbase so desperately needs. There are several

advantages to playing for a mid-major, particularly for Utah State. The workout and prac-

tice facilities in Logan are literally top-of-the-

line. Maverik Stadium’s overhaul put the
Aggies on map as having one of the three best
home field locations in the conference, and

the only one in a gorgeous valley — sorry
Laramie/Boise, you know I’m right.

The program itself has managed to success-

fully elevate expectations from “Gee I wonder

if we will score a touchdown this game” to be-

ing at least in the hunt for the conference
crown. While that particular honor has eluded
the Aggies since induction into the Mountain
West in 2013, the fact that it’s even a discus-

sion shows just how far the team has come.

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Utah State Football’s Rashad Lewis, a freshman wide reciever on last year’s squad, has opted to transfer schools. Lewis hauled in 40 catches for 476 yards in the Aggies’ 2016-17 campaign.

Utah State is a good bet to be bowl-eligible

After completing the 2nd-greatest season by a

mer players on NFL rosters, including Colts

return to the days of 10-win seasons, Top 25

ter program, and most importantly (yes, it re-

the bottom of the conference with a glaring

all linebacker Kyler Fackrell and Seattle’s Bob-

national exposure.

most years, cultivates a relatively high-charac-

USU freshman wideout ever, the Aggies sat at

ally is most important) the Aggies graduate

3-9 record, losing six of their last seven.

their players at an extremely high rate.

Could Lewis stay three more years and leave

Now, Lewis had 40 receptions for 476 yards

behind a strong legacy? Could he put together

struggled to find a rhythm nearly every game.

ed? Probably, yes. The Aggies have several for-

last year as a true freshman in an offense that

enough highlights to get noticed, even draft-

running back Robert Turbin, Green Bay’s do-itby Wagner, the best middle linebacker in the

league (unless you’re a Carolina fan). Lewis
could make a name for himself in Logan.
But he doesn’t have to.

“He made a commitment,” cry fans ready to

defenses and the slight but addictive taste of

Yes, he committed his freshman year to Utah

State. He turned passes three yards behind the
line of scrimmage into positive gains more

see “Lewis” PAGE 6
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NFL mock draft: Daniel’s totally subjective top ten
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The NFL Draft is the armchair quarterback’s

dream. Three days of discussing largely unknown college football prospects where if the

hot take is hot enough, no one cares about the
evidence. I mean, take a look at this quote from

ESPN’s Mel Kiper Jr. ten years ago on JaMarcus
Russell:

“JaMarcus Russell is going to immediately en-

ergize that fanbase, that football team — on
the practice field, in that locker room. Three
years from now you could be looking at a guy

that’s certainly one of the elite top five quarter-

backs in this league. ...You’re talking about a
2-3 year period once he’s under center. Look

out because the skill level that he has is certainly John Elway-like.”

If you’re busy Googling who JaMarcus Russell

was, you’re not alone. His search popularity

spikes yearly right around the time of the NFL
Draft. Suffice it to say Russell’s name goes
down along with Ryan Leaf as one of the big-

gest draft busts in NFL history. After going

AP PHOTO
Texas A&M’s Myles Garrett (15) tries to get around Kansas State offensive lineman Scott Frantz during the second half of the Texas Bowl NCAA college football game in Houston.

number one to Oakland in 2007, Russell was
already out of the league by 2010. In short, he
was not John Elway.

In honor of that time-honored tradition of

good-intentioned, but horribly proven hot

takes, I introduce the Shiz Hits the Fan Mock
Draft. Instead of drafting according to how I
feel the draft may turn out, or how I feel it

should turn out, we’re gonna get a little crazy
with a bunch of hot takes and poor life deci-

sions. That way, ten years from now when the
Cleveland Browns win their third straight Super Bowl (or, more likely, demoted to the CFL),
everyone can quote me on my idiocy.

1. Cleveland Browns - Mitch Trubisky, QB,

North Carolina

In truth, the swirling rumors of the Browns

entertaining Trubisky at number pick is an ex-

cellent smoke screen set to lure a team into

down the road. Seriously. Last year’s draft pick,

I do like Trubisky as a developmental QB pros-

but finished 31st in ProFootballFocus’s grade

trading a haul of picks to the Browns. However,
pect. Plus, head coach Hue Jackson is a quar-

terback whisperer. This is the same guy who
turned Andy Dalton into an MVP candidate and

despite the putridity of the team last year, the

Deforest Buckner, had a quiet rookie campaign,

lik Jackson, Dante Fowler Jr., Yannick, Ngak-

rankings for interior lineman. The 49ers de-

line would be a lot of things. Not shabby would

fense was once dominant. A Garrett-Buckner
tandem could have the talent to bring it back.

3. Chicago Bears - Mike Williams, WR,

level of play Jackson was able to extract out of

Clemson

tually pretty remarkable. Give Jackson Trubisky

at drafting. Item number 2 - Mike Glennon is

and I can legitimately see Trubisky being an

wide receiver Alshon Jeffery leaving for Phila-

QBs like Cody Kessler and Kevin Hogan was ac-

and several years to acquire talent around him,
above-average to elite QB in the NFL.

2. San Francisco 49ers - Myles Garrett, DE,

Texas A&M

And thus, the 49ers will field one of the best

defensive lines in all of football several years

Item number one - the Bears are not that great

oue, Sheldon Day, and Jonathan Allen. That

be one of them. The Jaguars ignore any health

risks Allen may pose and put together what
could be a dominant line in the AFC South.
5. Tennessee Titans - Leonard Fourn…
No. I just can’t bring myself to do that.

5. Tennessee Titans - John Ross, WR, Wash-

not that great at quarterbacking. With lead

ington

delphia, the Bears need some help for their new

a lot of sense to me. Tennessee’s ‘exotic smash

Clemson standout.

offense last year and a terrific name for a

$15 million QB, reaching quite a bit for the
4. Jacksonville Jaguars - Jonathan Allen,

DE

“Lewis” FROM PAGE 5
than anyone should ever have to. Every few

games he screamed past slow-footed corner-

And that shiz hits the fan. This actually makes

mouth’ run game doubled as both an effective

Smashmouth tribute band made up entirely of
see “Draft” PAGE 7

lights in the fall is only a fraction of a player’s

experience in Logan, and the only portion
most fans will ever see.

Lewis has given fans no reason to question

backs for an easy deep ball. Watching Rayshad

his character or his commitment — particular-

the Aggies was decidedly not.

paid employees, who for some reason are not

Lewis play was awesome, even when watching
So if he feels up to the task of moving away

to greener pastures, why exactly should we

hold that against him? When else would it be
even remotely appropriate to question this

sort of decision? Players may not get paid —

this very relationship between athletes and

athletics programs is under serious scrutiny,
and rightfully so — but for all intents and purposes, football is Lewis’ job. He’s the one going to 6am workouts, and he’s the one whose

165-pound frame is getting crushed in the
middle of the field for a six-yard gain, and he’s
the one who gets to decided whose colors he
wears.

ly when contrasted with Aggie football’s actual

held to the same standard as the 19-year-old

college athletes from whom fans expect abso-

lute and unwavering loyalty. How many coor-

dinators has USU cycled through since joining

the Mountain West? And you’re going to trash

a kid for not sticking out his whole career in

one spot? As fellow Statesman sports guy Dan-

iel Hansen (@The GrandDanny) mentioned

today on Twitter, most Aggie fans didn’t even

make it through four quarters of a game last

year, so maybe they ought to tone it down

when calling into question someone’s commitment.

Players should be proud to be Aggies, but

Rayshad Lewis has opted to switch jobs, and

Lewis is young and capable and intrigued by

Aggie fans need not take this as an affront.

move. He didn’t sink years of his career into

is well within his rights to do so.
PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Rayshad Lewis runs in his first career touchdown for Utah State against Air Force. Lewis had the second-most receptions in a freshman
season in program history.

How does this sound for a defensive line? Ma-

It’s easy to see why maybe Lewis thinks he can
be a decent-sized fish in the PAC-12’s pond,

and for Aggie fans to feel the ever-present

mid-major “stepping stone program” scab

ripped off in mid-April isn’t what anyone
wanted when they woke up this morning. But

other possibilities. This isn’t a Kevin Durant

building up a loyal following before turning

on his brothers and booking it to Candyland

for a shot at a title. He’s a gifted athlete look-

ing for something USU evidently can’t provide
him.

And for what it’s worth, the dude has no hard

not every situation is a David “literally Judas”

feelings for the coaches or his time here. As

could just be as simple as an uncomfortable

Logan. It’s just time for a change.

Collette betrayal of classless narcissism. It
culture fit, or as clear-cut as an offensive coordinator change he feels doesn’t compliment

his game. Playing games under the bright

stated on Twitter, Lewis “always has love” for

— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj
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PAGE 7
years, we feel confident selecting Watson at

A prop bet that picks McCaffrey being picked

sixth overall. Hey! That’s exactly 140 charac-

before fellow teammate Thomas might actually

7. Los Angeles Chargers - Christian McCaf-

tempt to return their defense to a Black Fri-

former strippers. Now add the fastest guy in

ters.

load the box to stop DeMarco Murray and Der-

frey, RB, Stanford

infinitely more interesting division in just the

fornia loves California. Alright, McCaffrey is

6. New York Jets - Deshaun Watson, QB,

would make a ton of sense. The Chargers’ of-

Another way to look a bad pick is that the

he’s now in Baltimore. McCaffrey is basically

RB, LSU

er. The Denver Broncos selecting Tim Tebow in

Mario. He’s got speed, power, and can catch out

Jones left. Subsequently, the offense fell apart.

you view John Elway and other Bronco execu-

ting an actual offensive line for that? Probably

or the lack of a consistent running game? The

Jets’ hot take: after selecting Geno Smith, Bryce

8. Carolina Panthers - Solomon Thomas,

NFL Combine history. Teams could no longer

rick Henry. Did we just make the AFC South an

Find someone who loves you as much as Cali-

previous two picks? Yes. Yes we did.

originally from Colorado. However, this still

Clemson

fense utilized Danny Woodhead beautifully, but

team itself had an incorrect hot take on a play-

Woodhead after eating a mushroom in Super

the first round? Makes a lot more sense when

of the backfield. Would Philip Rivers trade get-

tives as anonymous Twitter eggs. Here is the

not, but that’s not what this column is all about.

Petty and Christian Hackenberg in the past few

DE, Stanford

pay out pretty well. Anyways, the Panthers at-

yards per carry his last two years at LSU. If the

Bengals wanted to make a splash, this is a
freaking tsunami.

10. Buffalo Bills - Deshone Kizer, QB, Notre

day-stampede level. Short answer: it does. The

Dame

wore on in 2016. Add in a decent pass rush and

rod Taylor for the future? He’s on a two-year

Kuechly is smiling.

will need a few years to learn to play in the

corners got progressively better as the season
they should get even better. Somewhere, Luke
9. Cincinnati Bengals - Leonard Fournette,

Hue Jackson left. Mohamed Sanu and Marvin

But was it the passing game that was to blame,

Bengals finished 13th in total rushing yards,

Does anyone really feel like the Bills trust Ty-

contract, with a possible out after one. Kizer

NFL, especially if you take his college coach’s

word for it. Plus, he fits right in line with the

Bills’ long tradition of selecting QBs from blue-

blood programs that fail to fulfill the hype in

the pros. JP Losman and EJ Manuel would have
to approve of this pick.

but only managed a tie for 20th in average

@TheGrandDanny

yards per rush with 4.0. Fournette averaged 6.5

“Deportation” FROM PAGE 2
called to be the bishop of the ward in October

of 2016. “You’re always uncertain of what will
happen.”

He said Latino LDS members have come to

him hoping he would sign power of attorney
papers, which would grant him the legal

permission to make school, medical and other

decisions for their children in case they are
deported.
“There isn’t much for us to do as a church
t
dbecause we too have to respect the law,” he

hsaid. “We know our Heavenly Father has
tdifferent purposes for each of us but it hurts
us to see the people with the uncertainty of
not knowing what will happen.”

Rev. Fernando Velasco, the pastor of St.

Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church in Hyde

Park, said a wave of fear among undocumentsed immigrants was created when President

Donald Trump signed executive orders
e
cracking down on illegal immigration.
a
Under former President Barack Obama’s
f
administration, priority for deportation
proceedings was given to undocumented

immigrants who had committed a felony.
s
However, Trump’s executive orders have
n
broadened the scope of people who are

targeted by ICE officials.
n
- As Trump approaches the 100th day of his

lpresidency, on April 29, Velasco said the initial
tfears are dissipating — albeit slowly — and

PHOTO BY Mark Bell
Patrons of the St. Thomas Aquinas Church, enter for Sunday Mass. Mass is offered in Spanish for one session per Sunday.

dparishioners are faithfully attending services.

human being has. To see them with that fear

make a federal law preventing ICE officials

Marsha Blackburn of Tennessee wrote in a

-conviction and necessity,” Velasco said. “But I
ghave no doubt that those undocumented

yourself ‘What difference does this person

within 1,000 feet of these areas except in

Congress to create laws, not encourage

- “Many take the risk of coming because of

himmigrants live with that fear of deportation.”
n Velasco said the uncertainty of the members

stirs “a psychological war” in them.
d
“It gives me sorrow because they’re human
n
beings,” he said. “They’re people with the
t
same feelings, necessities and rights that every
n

and uncertainty hurts. It hurts because you ask

from detaining undocumented immigrants

have from the other? Why deny them?’”

circumstances such as the pursuit and arrest of

Undocumented immigrants may be able to

attend their places of worship with more ease
if the Republican-controlled Congress passes

y “Anthropology” FROM PAGE 2

t

Rafael Vasquez Guerrero, the anthropologist
o
in Peru receiving the donations, said he didn’t
g
imagine receiving aid from the students and
d
faculty at USU.
“This campaign is helping bring tranquility,”
e
Guerrero said.

d Guerrero said about 120 people in Huanchasco have either partially or entirely lost their

rhomes and are living in tents; between 40 and
50 percent of them are children.

Guerrero uses the donations to bring a water

“Dr. Johnson” FROM PAGE 1
“Your world is too important to not add civic

engagement to your monthly agenda,” Christian said.

The bill has not yet been reviewed in

committee, but it already has at least one

the “Protecting Sensitive Locations Act.” The

vocal Republican opponent.

locations” including churches. It would also

another example of their desire to turn

bill would expand the definition of “sensitive

-

t

dangerous felons and terrorist suspects.

truck every 10 days to the community’s

members so they can wash their clothes, their
dishes, and maintain their hygiene.

“The help they’re giving is very valuable,”

Guerrero said. “I’m glad to know people are

The bill, filed by House Democrats, “is just

America into a sanctuary country,” U.S. Rep.

“People come to the coast looking for a

future,” he said. “They want to be in the cities
and to see the lights. They want to be where
the cars and televisions are. ”

But due to the lack of space and services,

aware and identify with our problems.”

these migrants settle next to the ravines and

weather is often unpredictable despite it being

can have devastating effects when natural

The magnitude of El Nino’s effects on the

a cyclical phenomenon. Guerrero said the

disorganized migration of people from the

other vulnerable areas next to the cities. This
disasters strike.

However, when disaster strikes, those

mountain range to the coast over the past

affected unite.

caused by the floods.

experience” to see the Huanchaco villagers

decade contributed to the extent of damage

studying ecology.

Zimmer said he thinks science has become

“overly politicized,” and “it’s in everybody’s
benefit to look at science subjectively.”

Nick Carpenter, the Caine College of the Arts

Guerrero said it has been a “beautiful

In addition to citizens speaking out, several

scientific and political groups attended the

also encouraged peaceful interactions.

ing to alienate people and that’s not what we

it’s easy for a political party,” he said.

want to do,” she said.

“Science is often thrown under the bus when
Van Engelenhoven said while science is not an

Several participants said the march was

issue belonging to either party, she thinks it’s

ident Trump’s negative attitude toward climate

“It’s the facts that create good policies,” she

sparked by political controversies such as Pres-

important politicians support science.

change.

said, “it doesn’t matter what political affiliation

ligent,” said Scott Zimmer, a graduate student

you.”

“Facts are facts, and to not act on them is neg-

you belong to, climate change is going to affect

immigrants,” Velasco said. ‘It’s creating hope
for these people.”
— usns.usu.edu

gathered in the makeshift community kitchen,
cooking food purchased with the help of the
donations received. Everybody helps one

another and does their share of the work to
make the most out of their current living
conditions, he said.

“Sharing our resources has brought us

together,” Guerrero said. “Unity and work are
the greatest values mankind can achieve.”
— usns.usu.edu

he said.

Several research organizations presented their

Quinney College of Natural Resources, present-

Utah’s air quality.

“If you result to violent actions, you’re just go-

“It would be a relief for those undocumented

Danny Bus, the chair of the Cache Democrats

he believes it is becoming “too politicized.”

about how science is communicated and said

Still, Velasco has hope.

information at booths around the courthouse.

search.

organization, gave a speech in which he de-

environmental studies and political science,

disregard for them.”

event to promote their organizations and re-

sustainability fellow, also expressed concerns

Molly Van Engelenhoven, a senior studying

Facebook post on April 3. “It is the job of

scribed how his family has been affected by
“My daughter is in first grade and there are

days where she can’t go outside for recess because of our air quality,” Bus said.

Bus also encouraged attendees to vote for pol-

iticians who support bettering the environment.

“It’s essential that we elect people that are go-

ing to create policies that protect our environ-

ment and that acknowledge climate change,”

Jon Meyer, a professor in the S.J. & Jessie E.

ed informational pamphlets regarding climate
science and climate change.

Meyer said he supported the march because

he believes there’s a misconception of how

many people believe in climate change and “we

need to increase the visibility of climate support.”

— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@Alison__berg
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OPINION

Letters to the editor

Letters should be limited to 400
words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

“Fast and the Furious”
better than Marvel
LOGAN JONES

— Logan Jones is a junior majoring in
creative writing. He’s been to midnight
showings for both Winter Soldier and
Furious 7, so honestly maybe he just likes
movies. Contact him with feedback at
logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu

@Logantj

ery way.

tention from the protagonists to the villains.

the authenticity and diversity of its characters,

of legitimately memorable Marvel bad guys —

First, the strength of each universe rests on

and the Fast films win out here through sheer

variety. Don’t pretend like Dr. Strange and Iron

“Fate of the Furious” has been out a little over

a week, and already I’ve heard the following

question uttered in just about every conceivable form — ”But...why do people like those
movies?”

Well, I’ll tell you why.

Loki. And maybe Ultron.

That’s it. Iron Man movies are great, but

there’s no nemesis there. Thor? Nobody’s even

Marvel and Black Panther into theaters soon

dier would’ve been a great one if he’d stayed

enough, what with every one of their 15 films

so far following the same pattern of “generally

watched Thor 1 or 2 since theaters. Winter Solthe villain, but didn’t.

But in the world of irresponsible gear-shifting

likable white dude has friends of a different

you’ve got dudes literally using Game of

world.” Looking for strong women and non-

Luke Evans and his team of mobile terrorists,

race or gender and they need to save the

white leading roles? The Fast universe is the
better bet.

The Fast films aren’t merely diverse for diver-

able Cipher and the guy in Rio they steal all the

shift family’s latest mission. The driving force

differentiating each film from the others but

their own in some way or another, adding emo-

Like them or not, the Fast films are each solid

the show instead of Mark Wahlberg, “Mission

Impossible” with NOS, and just about every
other successful action movie built around a

star-studded cast refined into one final, perfect
form.

And you know what? They’re better than the

Marvel movies.

Marvel, the untouchable money-printing ma-

chine responsible for the record-setting sprawl-

of each film revolves around taking care of

tional depth to movies that started out being
purely about tuning cars and L.A.’s under-

ground racing culture. Each character, from Vin
Diesel’s harsh background as a son watching
his father die in a crash to Taj Gibson’s history
with Paul Walker, progresses from one film to
the next in meaningful ways.

the Marvel movies don’t have their merits —
they’re pretty consistent at delivering a colorful

action-packed formula set forth by the release
of the first “Iron Man.” I’m as excited as anyone

for the handful of funny quips that haven’t yet
been leaked from “Guardians of the Galaxy 2.”
The Marvel universe is awesome.

“The Fast and the Furious” is just better in ev-

stand-alone movies in the sense that they don’t
rely on knowledge of the others to be great,

manufacture reasons for most of the characters
not named Tony, Cap or Bucky to even be there.

Half of the cast had basically nothing at stake.

Ever since “Phase II,” Marvel has sunk too

where each film is just an extended trailer for

ward the team-up concept — instead, the team-

If that’s not enough for you, redirect your at-

tification number (none of which is
published).

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

up movies try to set up each individual hero’s
next adventure in under two hours.

There’s no reason you can’t enjoy both fran-

But the stigma around liking Fast films because

name for themselves.

address, as well as a student iden-

a super car drive off a skyscraper.

er and Vin Diesel grow up as cringey earMichelle Rodriguez and Gal Gadot make a

and include a phone number or email

determining yes, you do have an hour to watch

chises — from the amount of money they each

ly-2000’s actors into solid leading men and saw

lished. Writers must sign all letters

fans. They’re perfect for channel-surfing and

Conversely, the Fast universe made Ludacris a
viable recurring character, watched Paul Walk-

No anonymous letters will be pub-

they’re just much, much better for hardcore

the following films. They no longer build to-

“Captain America: Civil War,” the film tries to

head-to-head against the Fast films. Not to say

also directly leading to the events of the next.

sum of its parts. Throughout the entirety of

movies for the past decade, comes up short in
nearly every conceivable category when stacked

Each Fast villain makes for a unique challenge,

deep into its own self-promotion, to the point

action flick is the team becoming more than the

the way for other connected universe-type

money from.

What’s more, the whole idea of the team-up

ing superhero universe that’s essentially paved

printed.

Statham, Charlize Theron’s frustratingly hate-

“Ocean’s 11” without the suave subtlety, “The

Italian Job” with an east L.A. gearhead running

cific individual may be edited or not

Braga the drug cartel leader, Jason freaking

sity’s sake, either. Every major player in the
movies is necessary to the success of the make-

viduals. Any letter directed to a spe-

Thrones torture techniques to threaten cops,

It’s because they’re Avengers movies minus

the super powers. The Fast franchise is literally

may not be directed toward any indi-

Through 15 films, here’s a comprehensive list

Man or Falcon and War Machine aren’t the ex-

act same guy. Plus, Marvel can’t get Captain

Letters must be topic-oriented. They

rake in every year, it’s obvious most people do.
they’re somehow dumb dude movies has no
bearing anymore.

Also, the Fast universe has the Rock, which should

honestly be enough of an argument on its own.

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.

@UtahStatesman
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

CLASSIFIED ADS

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND.
Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL
1-800-360-4120
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the humane
thing. Donate it to the Humane Society. Call
1- 800-849-1593
Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get the savings.
17 Colors prime material, cut to your exact
length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
Miscellaneous
DEMOLITION DERBY 7/4/17
Hinckley Lions Club Demolition Derby July
4, 2017 Delta, Utah $21,000 Prize Money
Limited Weld, Bone Stock, Trucks, Mini Derby, Figure 8 Robert Dewyze 435-496-3750.
KILL BED BUGS & THEIR EGGS! Buy
Harris Bed Bug Killers/KIT Complete Treatment System. Available: Hardware Stores, The
Home Depot, homedepot.com
Safe Step Walk-In Tub #1 Selling Walk-in
Tub in North America. BBB Accredited. Arthritis Foundation Commendation. Therapeutic Jets. MicroSoothe Air Therapy System
Less than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American Made. Call 800-6821403 for up to $1500 Off.
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed No
contract or commitment. We buy your existing
contract up to $500! 1-800-608-3361
DISH TV - BEST DEAL EVER! Only
$39.99/mo. Plus $14.99/mo Internet (where
avail.) FREE Streaming. FREE Install (up to
6 rooms.) FREE HD-DVR. Call 1-800-6111081

Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
just real people like you. Browse greetings, exchange messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now: 800-359-2796

ESTATE SALE - LOG HOMES
PAY THE BALANCE OWED ONLY!!!
AMERICAN LOG HOMES IS ASSISTING FINAL RELEASE
OF ESTATE & ACCOUNT SETTLEMENT ON HOUSES.

HELP WANTED

1)Model # 101 Carolina $40,840…BALANCE OWED $17,000

Earn $1000-$3500 and more a month to
drive our cars and suvs around town.
www.CarSuvJobs.com

2)Model # 303 Little Rock $38,525…BALANCE OWED $15,000
3)Model # 403 Augusta $42,450…BALANCE OWED $16,500

MOTORCYCLES

NEW - HOMES HAVE NOT BEEN MANUFACTURED

• Make any plan design changes you desire!
• Comes with Complete Building Blueprints &
Construction Manual
• Windows, Doors, and Roofing not included
• NO TIME LIMIT FOR DELIVERY!
BBB
A+ Rating

2009 Kawasaki Vulcan 900 cc Custom
Twin
This bike is in brand new condition with
only 2,685 miles. Accessories: Windshield,
Leather saddle bags, Crash bars,
Luggage rack and Sissy bar.
Email c.salzberg@usu.edu 435/770-1926

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
SUMMER OPENINGS AT BROOKLANE
APTS....
Features private bedrooms attached to
private bathrooms, washer/dryer, two
separate living rooms, dishwasher, selfcleaning oven, semi-furnished. Only $650
plus deposit. Call now at 435-753-7227 or
stop by at 645 East 900 North, #1
(Manager) for a tour. (www.brooklaneapartments.com) or
Email brooklane.apartments@gmail.com
Brentwood, Lynwood, Edgewood Private
Bedroom/Bathroom, Washer/Dryer,
Furnished, Dishwasher, Microwave,
Internet, Cable. From $600 Entire
Summer! Call or text (435) 770-7826 or
visit our website @ www.logancrestwoods.
com for more information.

STORAGE
Moving? Don’t haul things home.
Storage starting at $40 per month. Visit
www.SouthCacheStorage.com or call
South Cache Storage 435-755-5052.

@UtahStatesman

Automotive
DEMOLITION DERBY 7/4/17 Hinckley
Lions Club Demolition Derby July 4, 2017
Delta, Utah $21,000 Prize Money Limited
Weld, Bone Stock, Trucks, Mini Derby, Figure
8 Robert Dewyze 435-496-3750.

Need help paying
your RENT?

Bear River Regional Housing
Authority is accepting applications for
their monthly rental assistance
program.
The Housing Authority has
preferences for families, people with
disabilities and the elderly.
Please contact Bear River Association
of Governments (BRAG) at
(435) 752-7242 or come to our office at
170 North Main, Logan, Utah or
2535 S HWY 89 Perry, Utah.
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D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

MONDAY, APRIL 24
Chandra Harvey’s senior
violin recital

Library Movie Night

85 E 100 N

6:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

Logan City Library

Monday Movie — Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find
Them

Josh Skinner Faculty
Recital

Logan City Library

7:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

Utah State University

TUESDAY, APRIL 25
Getting it all Done:
Finishing the Semester
Strong
Utah State University

Theatre Arts Design
Student Exhibition

Story Time
North Logan City Library
11 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

USU Symphonic Band &
Chamber Ensembles

Utah State University

Utah State University

8 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

Spanish Storytime

Substance Abuse
Prevention: Parent
Workshop

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26
Communicating Science
Merrill-Cazier Library, USU
11:30 a.m.

USU Symphony Orchestra
Utah State University

North Logan City Library
10:15 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

6 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 27
After School Activity:
Chess Club for Kids
Logan City Library
3:30 p.m.

Class: Parenting the Love
and Logic Way
Logan City Library
6:30 p.m.

Helicon West Open Mic
Night

Spanish Story Time

Logan City Library

11 a.m.

7 p.m.

Logan City Library

Joshua invites the community to join him, the
branch staff and Mountain America’s leadership
team for a Grand Opening Celebration.

Sat., April 29 11 a.m.–1 p.m.
BBQ Lunch and Giveaways
u

706 South Main Street u Logan, UT 84321
Joshua Anderson,

Logan–706 South Branch Manager

Mountain America

Congratulates
Joshua Anderson
Branch Manager of its new
Logan–706 South Branch

We are thrilled to bring a second Mountain
America branch to Cache Valley. The new
Logan–706 South Branch offers an innovative
design and helps us deliver a distinctly new
credit union experience. Our team is ready
to guide current and future members toward
fulfilling their financial dreams.
—Joshua Anderson, Logan–706 South Branch

Federally insured by NCUA. Membership required—based on eligibility.

